HOW TO TELL IF YOUR WELL IS PROPERLY REGISTERED WITH THE STATE ENGINEER
(and what to do if it isn't)
originally prepared by Ric Davis 4/18/2013
Information about many wells that are known to the State Engineer is available at
http://nmwrrs.ose.state.nm.us/nmwrrs/index.html, as shown on the screen shot below:

Clicking on the Water Right Summary heading circled above will bring up the screen shown on the next page. This
screen can be used to search the database by well number (or water right file number, WR File Nbr) or owner name.
Both approaches are described below.
SEARCHING BY WELL NUMBER
The well number is the most direct way to search the database since that number is assigned when the permit for the
well is first granted and the well number never changes. If you are lucky you may have this number on a well permit or
other paperwork you have for your property. Well numbers are of the form S 01515, RG 34244, etc. where the initial
letters indicate which basin the well is in (for example, S for Sandia and RG for Rio Grande) and the digits are the number
of the well itself.
As an example, to search for S 01515 use the drop-down menu to select S (Sandia) in the Basin box and enter 01515 in
the Nbr box. Select HTML for the Format of Report Output to enable other reports to be obtained by clicking on links
later on or select PDF (default) format to print or save the resulting screen. Finally, click on View Water Right Summary
to retrieve the Water Right Summary page for the specified well.
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The resulting Water Right Summary page for well number S 01515 is shown below.

This page shows that the Primary Purpose for this well is DOMESTIC ONE HOUSEHOLD and that the Total Diversion (or
amount of water than may be taken from this well) is 3 acre-feet-per-year, afy. The Total Diversion for domestic wells
will typically be 1 or 3 afy. The Owner in the State Engineer's record is John S. Smith, but this is not the current owner.
If the Total Diversion is 0, you do not have a permitted water right. This can happen because the original permit
expired because a well log was not filed within a year after the permit was granted. In this case see the CORRECTING
YOUR WELL DATA… section on page 6. Also, see that section if the owner name or other data are incorrect.
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Clicking on the well number link under the POD Number heading will bring up the Point of Diversion Summary page
shown below which contains a lot of interesting information, including such things as when the well was drilled, who
drilled it, how deep the well is, how far below the ground the water was and what the estimated yield of the well was at
the time it was drilled.

Additional information can get gotten by clicking on the get images link under the Documents on File heading on the
Water Right Summary page. The application and log documents are shown on the resulting document database page.

A portion of the application document shown on the next page shows that the well was applied for by someone other
than the currently registered owner and that the location of the well was to be Lot 12 of Block 2 Unit # 1 of the
Mountain Home Estates subdivision.
A portion of the log document shown on the next page shows the stratigraphy of the material encountered when the
well was drilled. Additional information is in other parts of the well log.
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SEARCHING BY OWNER NAME
An owner name in the State Engineer's database is assigned when the permit for the well is first granted, but this name
may not be updated unless a subsequent owner files a Change of Owner form with the State Engineer. So the owner
name in the State Engineer's database could be the name of the driller, the property developer, or the first or some later
property owner, and possibly not yourself unless a Change of Owner was filed with the State Engineer to put the well in
your name.
If the well is not listed under your name, you could search by the names of all the previous owners, if you know them. If
you do not know the previous owners' names, they may be available as part of a chain of deed from a title company if
you used a title company when you purchased your property. Also a list of previous owners may be available from your
County Assessor's office. (The records are publically available, and you could piece together the chain of deed yourself,
but it is a tedious and time-consuming process.)
Note that the names must be spelled exactly in this search tool. For example, "John Smith" will not match "John S.
Smith", but an * 'wildcard' can be used so that "John* Smith" will match any "John something Smith".
SEARCHING BY SUBDIVISION AND LOCATION
If you are not able to locate your well using the well number or owner name, the initial screen shown page 1 has other
search options, including headings titled Subdivision Report and Point of Diversion (POD) by Location which could
possibly be useful in locating your well. However, each of these search tools have significant limitations.
For example, a subdivision listed in the Subdivision Report may appear under many different (and sometimes incorrect)
spellings – even an extra space between words can create a separate entry in the database – so great diligence and
patience is needed when using this tool. Also, your property may not be in a subdivision listed in the database.
Similarly, the Point of Diversion (POD) by Location tool may return different results depending upon whether the
location is entered in the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) of Section–Township–Range or in UTM coordinates. Also, no
results are returned when the option of producing a Report with Ownership Information is selected. Finally, some
locations have been found to be more than a mile in error, so a very large area containing possibly hundreds of wells
may need to be searched to include your well – again a very tedious and time-consuming process.
VERIFYING THAT YOU HAVE FOUND THE CORRECT WELL
The State Engineer's web site has the following caveat:
"The data is furnished by the NMOSE/ISC and is accepted by the recipient with the expressed understanding that
the OSE/ISC make no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy, completeness, reliability,
usability, or suitability for any particular purpose of the data."
For this reason you should carefully examine all the reports shown on pages 2 through 4 to verify that you have located
the correct well.
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CORRECTING YOUR WELL DATA (and the costs of doing it)
If you have located your well but discovered errors State Engineer's records, you can contact the State Engineer's office
in Albuquerque at 383-4000 to correct those errors. If the Total Diversion of your well is 0, you will need to re-permit
your well at a cost of $125. If the owner name in incorrect, you will have to file a Change of Ownership form at a cost of
$2. In either case you should have your warranty deed available to prove that you own the property where the well is
located. Finally, a letter will be sent to you from the State Engineer's office confirming the changes that have been
made, and this letter must be filed with the County Clerk at a cost of $10 in Bernalillo and Sandoval counties.

…BUT AFTER ALL THIS I STILL CAN'T FIND MY WELL – WHAT CAN I DO?
In this case you should contact the State Engineer's office in Albuquerque at 383-4000. They may have information
about your well in paper archives.
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